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To all personnel that this email may concern, 
                                                                                   Firstly I would like to thankyou Mr Mark Fitt
 the committee secretariat for sending me this particular email for correcting anything that
 might not have been said or to agree with what had been said from my behalf to the NDIS
 hearing that was established at the town hall in Newcastle CBD, and I am terribly sorry for
 having to run off as I was running extremely late for my youngest sons P&C meeting at my
 sons school, as I do play a certain role within the school, as I would have loved too have
 stayed to converse further with all of the senators that was all there for the NDIS, and if I
 ever have another opportunity like this again, I will converge into a private meeting with
 all of the senators or the politicians concerned, but when you have only limited amount of
 time to converge with the senators of parliament with only one day to have your peace of
 mind said it just made things a bit of a task for me to attend two meetings on the same
 day that are and were very close to my heart and soul for all Australians, as I do not
 believe that us as Australians should not target just disability Australians alone and this is
 why that I have conveyed my concerns during the hearing on the 5th of May 2014, as I
 would have loved to have a private session with the body or group concerned amongst
 our ministers wether on a federal or state or territory issues concerning the NDIS and
 other appropriate means to address my concerns for the system on a whole and for all of
 our families wether disability or not as we need to bring this great nation of ours well into
 the 21st century and get rid of all of these boys homes, girls homes, foster care agency
 groups, adoption agency groups, boarding schools, family courts, children's courts or
 anything that takes down other peoples families as this is just not on all for the sake of
 MONEY , as money is only a resource to be placed with infrastructure, as people heal
 people, as for money it will never ever save your life nor for that of your loved ones, and
 in place of all of the welfare body groups and things that have been up since the days of
 Adam and Eve, now the welfare system has had a learning curve for around 200 years
 since that Australia was first discovered through white settlement, now it is not no
 learning curve for the past 100 years or what ever that what these welfare agencies and
 bodies are doing and this is inclusive of all of our church groups within Australia as well as
 everything that is out there needs to be squashed and a brand new system thought of to
 help all of our Australian Families and not just aimed at disabilities as this is nothing new
 because disability people have been around since the days of Adam and Eve, now what I
 would like to see FOR ALL AUSTRALIANS AND THERE FAMILIES , because I see that
 23,000,000 million Australian families and there children as my very own and Multi
 Functional Family Centres should have been deployed way back from the Adam and Eve
 era, to accommodate wether a person or child has a disability or wether that you have a
 runaway child, or even a child that has been severly abused or even some other family
 member that would like a home away from home, as even the aged care would be happy
 as well to see such wonderful young families coming and going from out of these Multi
 Functional Family Centres, as these centres would be like skies the limit for what that we
 could do with them and they should be built like first class hotel/motel accommodation
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 standards and designed on an international class to be able to accommodate for all
 Australian Families and the reason why that I had picked private and public hospital
 grounds for so that all essential services would be implemented within on the same
 grounds as these Multi Functional Family Centres as within them there would be full
 blown commercial chef kitchens, games rooms, conference rooms, accommodation upon
 where that a either an immediate family member or an extended or distant family
 member can acquire accommodation like a home away from home, as there would not be
 no need for any kind of respite services as these centres would be there and built to
 accommodate for all families of needs, and Metaphysicians would be born into them as
 well as child care staff and family orientated people to help run these centres as they
 would provide full time employment and create jobs across the board as these centres
 would be an infinity establishment, as there would be no limit on what could be done with
 them, as security would be at hand and they would run 24/7, because our private and
 public hospitals run 24/7 so these centres can stay open as well, because you never know
 when someone's family member might be in need of assistance and to help run them as
 well we could have fast food chains as well running out of these family centres as well like
 Macdonald's express outlets or KFC outlets as these multi national business's
 could contribute to help aid running of these family centres as well and of course they will
 have to be means tested so that every Australian Family contributes something towards
 the running costs of these wonderful family centres, and as I had stated before put all of
 the funding from all of these welfare agency groups and bodies and inclusive of all of
 these church groups throughout Australia and inclusive of the NDIS and send planning
 people around as well as top architects to get these wonderful family centres established
 and get rid of these family courts and children's courts because Metaphysicians of which
 are not born yet into todays society, like they are out there but not yet employed in any
 given capacity and if they are well then they are not recognised on a national level as
 these people understand the true needs of Australia's most vulnerable as well as different
 peoples personality traits, as four jobs will fall in place of them and they are Psychiatrists,
 Psychologists, councillors and social workers, as a Metaphysician will take over these four
 rolls into one and would be a very great asset by running these family centres for families,
 and I mean this the whole system on how we know it of today has to go by the way side
 and open up for progress and to train people appropriately, so that the correct services
 are out there to keep families together without ripping families apart because a piece of
 paper with ink, letters, words and apostrophes says so, we must move forward and not
 backwards, and these Multi Functional Family Centres will give families a much better ray
 of hope as these family centres will also wipe out DOCS or FACS as they will no longer be
 required for the future as these agencies belong to welfare groups and they must go
 before more families are taken apart through these kind of organisations, as there is no
 such thing in my eyes as an abusive parent just lack of extended and distant family
 support for these mothers or fathers of those immediate families and also a lack of
 knowledge and understanding from people of the public in general for the reasons why
 that this particular parent was abusive and not because of drugs as use must understand
 why that certain parents do fall by the sword, like a women for instance might have three
 children and her husband just walks out on her or her partner might have passed away



 and she is finding it difficult to cope as she might not have any descent family support
 behind her for instance as there could be a very number of reasons why, as use must look
 hard and deep enough even why that some parents might turn to drugs for what ever
 reason as Metaphysicians can fix these issues with the right appropriate backing behind
 them, so please think about why that these situations do occur, not because a parent is
 weak or just can't handle the given situation, either he or she just needs a bit of support
 or assistance as this is all and nothing more because parents just can not go anywhere
 near DOCS or FACS, without the fear of losing there children to thee States or territory
 governments only assistance is required and these Multi Functional Family Centres would
 provide such assistance and without the fear of a parent by having to relinquish care of
 there beloved ones as the whole idea is by keeping families together and not separating
 them and dragging families through family courts and children's courts for god sake wake
 up Australia, and last but not least I thankyou Carol Stewart by being part of this
 NDIS social group as well, but as Australians we must look at things in much more greater
 depths than what has to be succumbed to Australians over the last 200 years or since the
 very first settlement had beckoned Australians. And by placing funding in the hands of all
 of these welfare organisations just gives DOCS or FACS a lot more powers and money to
 take families down and this is not and should be not the Australian way as a democracy,
 bye for now and take care. and please add this to my other comments that I have made at
 the hearing, because I can not proof read of what that I had stated because your website
 that use had sent to me in the email on that was highlighted it would not allow me to
 access this information, well bye for now and take care and god bless to ALL. 
 

 
yours Truly,

Mr Maxwell Roy Brazel

 




